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On the Inverse Fractal Problem forTwo Dimensional Disjoint Polyhulled AttractorsbyA. Deliu,1 J. Geronimo,2 and R. Shonkwiler1School of MathematicsGeorgia Institute of TechnologyAtlanta, GA 30332e-mail: shenk@math.gatech.edu1 IntroductionWe use the term fractal in the sense of (Barnsley, 1988), as a set generated by an IteratedFunction System (IFS). An iterated function system W is taken to be a nite set ofcontractive ane maps wi : X ! X, i = 1; 2; : : : ;N , dened on a compact metric spaceX to itself. Associated with an IFS is a unique subset A = A(W) of X, the attractor ofW, which is characterized by the tiling property, (Hutchinson, 1981),A = N[i=1wi(A): (1:1)The sets wi(A) are the tiles of A (relative toW) and the maps wi their generators. LettingCA denote the convex hull of A, the rst level tiles or hull tiles of A relative to W arethe sets wi(CA), i = 1; : : : ;N . The existence of A can be demonstrated by realizing itas the xed point under the set map, W(B) = [Ni=1wi(B) which is a contraction in thespace of non-empty compact subsets of X under the Hausdor metric (Barnsley, 1988).Our principal interest here is with two dimensional attractors and consequently X willbe taken as the unit square of R2. By appropriate scaling, an arbitrary two dimensionalattractor can be realized as a subset of this square. Hence in what follows, each map wis of the form w = W + b where W is a 2  2 matrix and b is a 2 dimensional vector.The trivial constant map, wx = b for all x, can be used only to insert individual pointsat arbitrary places in the attractor. We will not consider such attractors. Similarly, wewill not consider attractors resulting from iterated functions systems containing singular1 Partially Supported by N.S.F. Grant G{37{6532 Partially Supported by N.S.F. Grant 1
maps. Most, if not all, of our results continue to hold for non-constant singular maps buta great many new cases result from their consideration which we leave for the reader.We also consider one dimensional attractors. An IFS of one dimensional maps, ŵ(x) =sx+b, may be embedded in the class of two dimensional iterated function systems in manyways, for example by setting w(x) =  s 00 sxy+ bb :The diagonal of the square of the resulting two dimensional attractor is a root two enlargedreplica of the original one dimensional attractor.Attractors may be graphically rendered to produce wonderfully detailed monochromeimages on a computer screen or the printed page. The fractal shrub of g. 7 is such an ex-ample. By adjusting the generating maps of an IFS , the resulting image may be controlledand can have an appearance ranging from classical geometric objects, to natural objects,to highly abstract objects with fractal dimension not equal to the topological dimension,(Mandelbrot, 1982). The forward problem of fractal geometry is that of rendering theattractor of a given IFS .Conversely, the inverse problem of fractal geometry is that of determining the IFSmaps which produce a given attractor. The problem has been previously studied, fre-quently in the more general context of invariant measures on fractals, by (Abendaand Turchetti, 1989), (Barnsley,Ervin,Hardin,Lancaster, 1985), (Cabrelli, Forte, Molter,Vrscay, 1992), (Cabrelli, Molter, Vrscay, 1992), (Diaconis and Shahshahani, 1986), (Handyand Mantica,to appear), (Mantica and Sloan, 1989), (Vrscay and Roehrig, 1989), (Vrscay,1990), (Vrscay, 1991a), (Vrscay, 1991b), (Bessis and Demko, 1990), (Stricthartz, 1993).Most of these papers treat the one dimensional case using the theory of moments of mea-sures. However, up to now the numerical implementation of the moment approach hasproved impractical.In this work we present an entirely dierent approach to solving the inverse problem,one that is geometrically based. Our methods can be applied to a reasonably large class ofone and two dimensional attractors which moreover are important in image applications,the class of polyhulled disjoint attractors (PHD attractors). This class includes thoseshown in gures 14{16. We formally dene them in section 2. (The method also appliesto gures 10{13 as these are \essentially disjoint.") Given an attractor A of this class weshow how to nd aW so that A = A(W) exactly. In section 2 we also introduce renementIFS 's and the Extreme Points Theorem, the principal result on which our work is based.This leads to the notion of formative and decorative tiles.Our method also makes use of the elementary properties of the orbits of points underane contractions. The orbit of a point x under the map w is the sequence of iterates2
wk(x), k = 0; 1; : : :. In section 3 we detail the correspondence between the eigenvalues andeigenvectors of a formative map and geometrical features of its trajectories, a continuousversion of an orbit. This leads to the notion of natural coordinate systems. In section 4we express these salient features in terms of polar coordinates based at the extreme pointunder study.A major obstacle in our approach to solving the inverse problem is that the orbits ofall the points of an attractor are mixed together and must be disentangled. In section 5 weintroduce a certain edge or margin tracking tool, the springbar function, for this purposeand for eliciting the geometrical properties of trajectories. In section 6 we introduce thegap analysis for recovering the multiplicative periodicity of an orbit which was lost in itstrajectory and enabling the calculation of the eigenvalues associated with a trajectory.Ultimately the main task is that of distinguishing among several cases classied byeigenvalues. As each tool is introduced, we detail its application to each spectral case.In section 7 we show how to calculate the encoding of decorative tiles. Again ourapproach is based on spectral methods.Actually our geometrical method works for attractors beyond the class of polyhulleddisjoint ones, for example on attractors all of whose tiles have extreme points, such as thefractal shrub. Further, by adding limiting techniques, the subject of section 8, the classwhich may be inverted expands to include just touching (see x2) polyhulled attractors aswell, such as the Dragon attractor, g. 9. Moreover if only approximate solutions arerequired, the Collage Theorem of (Barnsley,Ervin,Hardin,Lancaster, 1985) which states,roughly, that the better an image can be tiled by ane copies of itself, the closer will bethe attractor of the resulting IFS to the image, suggests that the class of solvable imagescan be greatly expanded although we have not investigated this.A major unnished extension of the work, which the authors believe is possible, is tonon-polyhulled attractors such as the Black Spleenwort fern shown in g. 8.While the primary interest here is in the theoretical solution of the inverse problem,our geometrical method is amenable to numerical implementation. As has been previ-ously noted, IFS encoding results in enormous data compression and hence signicantcommercial value, (Barnsley and Sloan, 1985).Summary of the Method.1. At each extreme point p of the convex hull CA of A perform a Springbar Analysis toelicit sucient parameter information enabling the calculation of trajectory maps atp.2. Using the trajectory maps, calculate the domain of invariance and supporting trajec-tories at each extreme point. Distinguish primary versus secondary extreme points.3
3. With the trajectory maps at p in hand, for each x in the domain of invariance at p,perform a gap analysis on the fractal dust corresponding to the trajectory through xto calculate its multiplicative period, x.4. Using the collection of spectra x, calculate the minor eigenvalue and hence the locallyformative map at p. This solves primary maps; it remains to solve secondary maps.5. By matching spectra, determine the primary pre-image for each secondary extremepoint. By matching respective supporting trajectories calculate each secondary deco-rative map; it remains to calculate interior decorative maps.6. By means of fat-curves, well order interior tiles. Using the same techniques as forsecondary points above, successively solve, and \color", the interior tiles until theentire attractor is colored.2 The Class of Disjoint Polyhulled Attractors2.1 Equivalence classes of IFS'sIt is well-known, and easy to show by example, that distinct iterated function systemscan have identical attractors. (We do not regard a permutation of the maps of an IFS asconstituting a distinct one.) For example if the attractor has symmetries, groups of trans-formations, invariant under the particular symmetry, can be used to construct equivalentsystems.Let E(A) denote the class of all iterated function systems whose attractor is A,E(A) = fW : A(W) = Agor E(A) = ; if A is not the attractor of any IFS .Denition 1. We say an ane map w is invariant for the attractor A if w(A)  A.Evidently any invariant map can be added to an IFS and the result will again be anIFS for the same attractor. Conversely, it may be possible to remove one or more mapsfrom an IFS without aecting its attractor. We dene the index of A to be the smallestnumber of maps which will generate the attractor A,index(A) = minfcard(W) :W 2 E(A)g:IfW = fw1; : : : ; wNg is an IFS for A, then the compositions w1 wi(A), i = 1; : : : ;N ,subtile w1(A). Hencew1W = fw1  w1  w 11 ; w1  w2  w 11 ; : : : ; w1  wN  w 11 gis an IFS for w1(A). 4
More generally, let W and W 0 be two iterated function systems for an attractor A.We say W 0 is a renement of W if every tile w0(A) of W 0 is contained in some tile of W,that is w0(A)  w(A), for some w 2 W. Given iterated function systems W1;W2 2 E(A),with Nk = card(Wk), k = 1; 2, one of their common renements, W =W1 W2, is the setof all compositions W = fw1i  w2j : w1i 2 W1; w2j 2 W2g:SinceW2 induces a tiling of A, it follows that w1i w2j (A)  A, i = 1; : : : ;N1, j = 1; : : : ;N2,and N2[j=1w1i  w2j (A) = w1i (N2[j=1w2j (A)) = w1i (A): (2:1)Hence N1[i=1 N2[j=1w1i  w2j (A) = Ashowing that W 2 E(A). Of course the same holds for their other common renementW2 W1. This proves the following.Proposition 1. Let W1;W2 2 E(A), then also the renement W1 W2 2 E(A).Equation (2.1) also shows that each tile w1i (A) of W1 is itself subtiled by the W2 tilesw1i  w2j (A), in a manner similar to the tiling of A by W2. Thus each tile of the commonrenementW is either disjoint from or wholly contained in each tile of its second argumentW1. w1 w2 w3 w4u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7g. 1, First level tiles of the Partial Renement ExampleRemark. It is possible for two iterated function systems having the same attractor, thatthe tiles of one only partially rene tiles of the other. This occurs for the 1-D attractordue to the following two iterated function systems, see g. 1, 11 This example is due to George Donovan.5
W = fw1(x) = 211x, w2(x) = 211x+ 1255 ;w3(x) = 211x + 35, w4(x) = 211x+ 911gand U = fu1(x) = 4121x, u2(x) = 4121x + 24605, u3(x) = 211x + 655 ;u4(x) = 4121x + 1855 , u5(x) = 4121x + 222605 , u6 = w3, u7 = w4g:Obviously a common renement may be further subtiled by yet another equivalentIFS for its attractor. In particular we may takeW2 above to be W1 in which case we writeW21 =W1 W1:More generally, the power renements of W are, for some k,Wk =W  : : : W; k times= fwi1  wi2  : : :  wik : wij 2 W; j = 1; : : : ; kg:2.2 Disjoint AttractorsDenition 1. An IFS W is disjoint if its tiles are pairwise disjoint, wi(A) \ wj(A) = ;,for 1  i < j  N . An attractor A is disjoint if it has at least one disjoint IFS , that is Wis disjoint for some W 2 E(A).The following is an elementary observation stemming from the compactness of tiles.Proposition 1. Given a disjoint IFS W for A, there exist  > 0 such thatdist(wi(A); wj (A))   for all wi; wj 2 W, i 6= j:Corollary 1. Let A be a disjoint attractor and w1(A) and w2(A) be two distinct tiles forsome disjoint W 2 E(A). Let x(t), a  t  b, be a curve in R2 such that x(a) 2 w1(A)and x(b) 2 w2(A). Then for some interval t 2 (c; d), x(t) \A = ;.Proposition 2. Let W1 and W2 be disjoint IFS 's for A, then their common renementsare also disjoint. 6
Proof. Let Wk = fwk1 ; wk2 ; : : :g, k = 1; 2. By symmetry it suces to consider W1  W2. Ifi 6= j then wki (S) \ wkj (S) = ;, k = 1; 2, for any S  A. Hence if either i 6= k or j 6= mthen w1i  w2j (A) \ w1k  w2m(A) = ;:Denition 2. An attractor A is said to be just touching if it has an IFS W satisfyingthe open set condition and wi(A) \wj(A) 6= ; for some generators wi 6= wj . The open setcondition holds forW if there exists a non-empty open set O such that wi(O)\wj(O) = ;,for all i 6= j, and [iwi(O)  O, cf. (Hutchinson, 1981).2.3 The Convex Hull and its Extreme PointsGiven a line ` in the plane, ` = f(x; y) : ax + by = cg, where a; b; c 2 R, let J` = f(x; y) :ax + by  cg be the closed half space consisting of ` itself and its open \positive" halfspace. We say ` supports a set S if S  J` and S \ ` 6= ;. We say p 2 S is an extremepoint of S if p belongs to at least two distinct supporting lines of S. Let ext(S) denote theset of extreme points of S.Let A be an attractor, its convex hull, CA, is the intersection of all closed half-spacescontaining A, CA = \̀2LJ`;where ` 2 L if and only if A  J`. Evidently CA is closed and is the smallest convex setwhich contains A. We orient the boundary of the convex hull as usual, counterclockwise.If A is the attractor of an IFS , then A is compact and thus CA is a compact convex set.Denition 1. An IFS is strongly disjoint if wi(CA) \ wj(CA) = ; for all i 6= j whereCA is the convex hull of A. Likewise, an attractor A is strongly disjoint if it has a stronglydisjoint IFS . Fig. 14 shows a disjoint not strongly disjoint gaskettype attractor.It is obvious that Proposition 2.2.2 continues to hold for strongly disjoint attractors.Denition 2. An ane map w is invertible for an attractor A if it is invariant for A andfor every x 2 w(CA) \A, w 1(x) 2 A. An IFS is invertible if every one of its maps is.Theorem 1. If W is a strongly disjoint IFS for A, then W is invertible.Proof. Since w(CA)  w(A), this follows easily from (1.1).Theorem 2. If W is a disjoint IFS for A and w 2 W, then wk is invertible for A forsome k = 1; 2; : : :. 7
Proof. Since the wi(A), wi 2 W, are disjoint compact sets, there is a  > 0 such that theset distance between every (distinct) pair of sets wi(A) and wj(A), wi; wj 2 W, exceeds .Now let k be suciently large that diam(wk(A)) < . Then by (1.1), if x 2 wk(CA) \ A,it follows that x can not lie in wi(A) for wi 6= w. Hence x 2 w(A) and so w 1(x) 2 A.Corollary 1. With k as in the Theorem, if x 2 wk+n(CA) \ A, n  0, then w i(x) 2 Afor 1  i  n. If G is an open subset of wk(CA) disjoint from A, i.e. a gap in A, thenwk+n(G) is a gap in A for all n  0.Denition 3. An attractor A is at if for some line `, A  `. Obviously a at attractorhas exactly two extreme points and its convex hull consists of a line segment.The following result, due to Berger is central to our work.Theorem 3. (Extreme Points.) Let A be the attractor of an iterated function systemW. Then every extreme point p of A is the image of an extreme point q of A under somegenerating map, that is ext(A)  N[i=1wi(ext(A)):Proof. (Berger, 1991).The theorem allows, and it often occurs, that an extreme point p is the image of itselfunder a generating map. This is a suciently important case to warrant a denition.Denition 4. An invariant map w for A is formative if its xed point is also an extremepoint of A, otherwise it is decorative. An extreme point p is a primary point or an extremexed point if it is the xed point of some formative map, otherwise it is secondary.Remark. A single tile can have more than one extreme point, even if one of these isan extreme xed point, cf. Gasketip g. 13, It is also possible that no extreme point isprimary for a given IFS , cf. Dragontails g. 10; however we will show below that therealways exists an equivalent IFS for every polyhulled disjoint attractor in which at leastone extreme point is primary and moreover in which every secondary extreme point is theimage of some primary one.Proposition 1. Let W1;W2 2 E(A) and suppose the extreme point p is the image of theextreme xed point q under generating maps for both W1 and W2. Then relative to theircommon renementW1 W2, q remains primary and p is its image under some generatingmap.Proof. If w1(q) = w2(q) = q then also w1(w2(q)) = q. Similarly, if ŵ1(q) = p, thenŵ1(w2(q)) = p.2.4 The Class of Disjoint Polyhulled Attractors.8
Denition 1. An attractor is polyhulled if it has only nitely many extreme points.Figures 7{16, except g. 8, are polyhulled.Remark. Every at attractor is polyhulled.Theorem 2. (Renement.) Let A be a polyhulled attractor. Then there existsW 2 E(A)such that every extreme point p is the image p = w(q) of a primary point q of A undersome generating map w. If in addition A is disjoint, then W can be chosen disjoint also.Proof. Let W be an IFS for A, if A is disjoint, take W to be disjoint also. Let p0 = p 2ext(A). By repeated application of the Extreme Points Theorem, there exists a sequenceof extreme points p1;p2; : : :, and maps w1; w2; : : : in W such thatpi 1 = wi(pi); i = 1; 2; : : : :But since there are at most nitely many distinct extreme points for polyhulled attractors,the sequence must cycle, i.e., for some non-negative integers j0 and kp,pj = pj+kp; j  j0:If kp = 0, then pj0 is the xed-point of wj0 . If kp 6= 0, consider the composition ff = wj0+1  : : :  wj0+kp:Clearly pj0 is the xed-point of f . If j0 > 0 then p itself is not a xed-point. Instead it isthe image p = w1  : : :  wj0(pj0):of the extreme xed point pj0 under the composition w = w1  : : :  wj0 . Let k =maxfkp; j0g. Then the conclusion holds for this point p for the renement Wk of W.By Proposition 2.3.1 above, if r is the image of an extreme xed point of a generatingmap in W, then it continues to be for Wk as well. Hence we may continue as above foreach extreme point and arrive at a new IFS W 0  W satisfying the requirements of theconclusion. If the original IFS is disjoint, W 0 will be also.Corollary 1. Every polyhulled attractor has at least one primary point for some IFS .Proof. From the proof of the Renement Theorem, pj0 is primary as is every extremepoint in the cycle in the rened IFS .Remark. In view of this result, the Dragontails attractor of g. 10, has an IFS for whichthe 3 extreme points (0,0), (1,0), and (0,1) are primary; in fact the cubic renement W3contains the map w31(x) =  18 00 18 9
for which (0; 0) is xed.Denition 2. An ane contraction u is locally invariant for an attractor A if there existsa neighborhood N of its xed point p such that u(N \A)  N \A (u is not necessarilypart of an IFS for A). A locally invariant map whose xed point is also an extreme pointof A is locally formative. An extreme point p of A is locally primary if it is the xed pointof some locally invariant map for A.Theorem 3. Every extreme point of a polyhulled disjoint attractor is locally primary.Proof. Let p be such an extreme point. By the construction of the Renement Theorem,there is a non-singular ane map w such that p = w(q) where q is primary. Let f be anane map showing q is primary, then h = wfw 1 is the required locally invariant map.For if W and F are the linear parts of w and f respectively, w = W + (p  Wq) andf = F + (q   Fq), then h = WFW 1 + (p  WFW 1p). Clearly h has the requiredproperties on any open set containing the w tile of p and disjoint from all other tiles.3 Orbits of 2-D Ane MapsFrom Theorem 2.4.3 every extreme point p of an attractor A is the xed point ofsome locally formative map f . In this section we draw a correspondence between theeigenvalues and eigenvectors of such a map and the structure of A near p. Letting L be thecorresponding Jordan form matrix and S the matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors,then the linear part F of f is given byF = SLS 1: (3:1)The translational part of f is then easily determined knowing its xed point p, see equation(3.2). Thus a complete list of characterizing information for an ane map consists of (a)its eigenvalues, (b) its eigenvectors, and (c) its xed point.Since the eigenvalues of real 2 2 matrices are either both real or are complex conju-gates, we may divide the study into four cases: (E1) the eigenvalues are real and distinct,(E2) the eigenvalues are equal (hence real) and there are two linearly independent eigenvec-tors, (E3) the eigenvalues are equal and there is only one linearly independent eigenvector,and (E4) the eigenvalues are complex. As noted in the Introduction, we exclude fromconsideration here attractors resulting from iterated function systems containing singularmaps. A disjoint tile resulting from such a map will be conned to a line segment. Ourmethods can handle such attractors, but their consideration results in having to deal withmany additional special cases which we leave for the reader.By our denition of extreme point, if the xed point of a transformation lies on atmost one supporting line then it cannot at the same time be an extreme point of the10
attractor. One of the aims of this section is to characterize, in terms of spectral properties,those maps which can have extreme xed-points and those which cannot.3.1 Translation SimplicationThe general form of a 2-D ane transformation f is rs =  a bc dxy+ ef  = Fx+ bor r = fx. Here F is the linear part of f and b is the translation. All ane maps f inthis work are assumed to be contractive (and hence uniformly contractive),kfx   fyk  skx   yk for some 0 < s < 1:By the uniform contraction property, every orbit tends as a geometric series to a uniquelimit p; thus for every x, limn!1 fnx = p:Such a limit point p is by necessity the unique xed point of f ,fp = p:In terms of F the xed point satises the equationFp+ b = p or (I   F )p = b (3:2)from which p can be found since I   F is not singular when F is a contraction. On theother hand, in solving the encoding problem, this equation can be used in the converseway to calculate b = ( ef ) knowing F and p.Now translate the origin to the xed point p. Let x0 = x   p, and also y0 = y   p.Then y0 = Fx + b  p = Fx + b  (Fp+ b) = F (x   p) = Fx0:Therefore by so translating, the study of orbits of ane maps is reduced to studying orbitsof linear maps; in particular the problem is reduced from 6 parameters to 4, namely a, b,c, d. In the sequel we assume the translation has been done and dispense with the use ofprimes to designate translated points. Thus Fx and fx will be the same.3.2 Orbits in the Complex CaseThe next result shows that an ane map with complex eigenvalues cannot give rise to aprimary point. As a result, we may exclude case (E4) from further consideration in thissection. 11
Theorem 1. Let p be the xed-point of an ane contraction with linear part F and let
 be the orbit of x 6= p. If the eigenvalues of F are complex, then for every half-space Hcontaining p, both H and its complement H 0 meet 
. Hence such a map cannot have anextreme xed-point.Proof. Let F be the 2  2 real matrix with complex eigenvalues. For 0     dene() as follows. Let u be the unit vector at angle  (from some xed reference ray throughp), that is arg(u) = , and let v be the unit vector Fu=kFuk. Note that v 6= 0 since 0is not an eigenvalue of F . Put () = arg(v)    where arg(v) is the angle of v fromthe reference ray between   and . Note that () 6= 0, 0    , and () 6=  forotherwise F would have a real eigenvector.Assume (0) > 0 the other case being similar. Since () is continuous, and () =(0), its graph is a connected compact subset of the rectangle [0; ]  [0; ]. Let m =min() and M = max(), 0    . Then 0 < m  M < . That is m is theminimum angle by which F rotates a vector and M is the maximum angle. Now let Hbe a closed half-space whose boundary, @H, contains p and assume x 2 H, x 6= 0, thecase x 2 H 0, the complement of H, being similar. We show Fnx must lie in H 0 for somen. Taking one of the rays of @H from p as a reference, let fx; Fx; : : : ; F kxg be the initialsegment of the orbit of x whose arguments increase. Since () is bounded below, thissegment must be nite as shown. But then arg(F k+1x)  arg(F kx) +M < arg(F kx) + .Hence F k+1x 2 H 0.Corollary 1. No map for a at attractor can have complex eigenvalues.The orbits for the complex case spiral in toward the xed point and conversely, if theorbits spiral, then the eigenvalues are complex, cf. the Dragon attractor g. 9.A linear map F may be decomposed into polar form F = UR where U is unitary andR is symmetric, (Nagy, 1970). Suppose U is a rotation,U =  cos    sin sin  cos   ; R =  a bb c ;then in some sense the symmetric part, R, attempts to rotate vectors not lying on aneigenmanifold toward its major eigenmanifold in spite of U . Orbits will not be spirals if is not too big.Theorem 2. Let F = UR be the polar decomposition of the linear part of the anecontraction f and suppose U is a rotation. Let R have eigenvalues 1 and 2 respectively.Then f has spiral orbits if and only if1 + 22 2 cos2  < 12:12
x r `1, u-axiscfcb`2, v-axis arg(x)g. 2, Natural and Polar CoordinatesProof. Let S be the matrix of normalized eigenvectors of R, then S is a rotation matrixand hence SUS 1 = U . Thus the change of basis matrix SFS 1 = SUS 1SRS 1 and isU  1 00 2 =  1 cos   2 sin 1 sin  2 cos   :Hence the characteristic polynomial of F is2   ((1 + 2) cos ) + 12:It follows that the roots are complex if and only if the condition holds.Corollary 2. For a rotational similitude, 1 = 2, the condition holds whenever  6= k,k an integer.Corollary 3. A rotational similitude has at most one supporting line at its xed point.Proof. A rotational similitude whose rotation angle is not equal to , has complex eigen-values and in this case the result follows from the theorem. On the other hand, clearly a1800 rotational contraction cannot have more than one supporting line at its xed point.3.3 Natural CoordinatesLet p be an extreme point, let cf be the ray coincident with the forward (counterclockwise)boundary or limb of the convex hull at p and cb the ray coincident with the backward limb.13
We dene a local polar coordinate system, (r; ), at p with r equal to the Euclidean distanceof a point x from p and  = arg(x) measuring the angle counterclockwise from cf , seeg. 2. In this subsection we dene a coordinate system at p by dening unit coordinatevectors e1 and e2 whose denitions depend on the case E1 { E3.Let 1 and 2 be the two real eigenvalues of a locally formative map F (havingeliminated case E4). Since F is a contraction, j1j < 1, and j2j < 1. In case E1, we mayassume without loss of generality that j1j  j2j. By the major eigenvalue, 1, we meanthe larger in magnitude or, if their magnitudes are equal, the positive one. We refer to 2as the minor eigenvalue. Let e1 and e2 be normalized eigenvectors corresponding to 1and 2 respectively. Since  e is also an eigenvector if e is, they are determined only up todirection at this point. We will show in the sequel that exactly one ray of the eigenmanifoldfor 1 lies in the exterior of CA; we take e1 to lie along the other ray, i.e. to point intothe convex hull. In dening e2 we allow its direction to depend upon the context in sucha way that when a point x 2 A is chosen for some purpose, select the direction of e2 sothat x has non-negative component along e2.In case E2 the locally formative map is given as F = I where  is the commoneigenvalue and I is the identity map; that is F is a non-rotational similitude and everynon-zero vector is an eigenvector. In this case we take the normalized vectors e1 and e2to lie along cf and cb, the limbs of the convex hull, respectively.In case E3, the geometrical multiplicity one (or GM-1) case, we will show, as notedabove, that the eigenmanifold has exactly one ray lying in the exterior of CA; and as above,let the normalized eigenvector e1 lie along the opposite ray. Let e2 be perpendicular to e1of unit length. Let its direction depend upon the context as above.In any case, every point x in the plane has a unique representationx = ue1 + ve2 (3:2)for scalars u and v where v  0 is the projection onto the eigenmanifold of e2 along thedirection of e1 and u is the projection onto the eigenmanifold of e1 along the direction ofe2. We will refer to these (u; v) coordinates as the natural coordinates of x with respectto F .Now let `1 and `2 be the half-lines beginning at p and running parallel to e1 and e2respectively. We refer to these half-lines as the eigendirections. Given a half-line, or ray,`, by the notation ` [  ` we mean the whole line containing `. The eigenmanifold of iis the line `i [  `i, i = 1; 2. In terms of the natural coordinates, the plane is divided intofour natural quadrants, as usual in terms of the signs of u and v.Let x = u0e1 + v0e2, v0  0. Then the points xn of its orbit under a linear map Fcorresponding to cases (E1) or (E2), are given byxn = Fnx = n1u0e1 + n2v0e2; n = 0; 1; : : : ;14
that is, xn has the natural coordinatesun = u0n1 and vn = v0n2 : (3:3)The analogous equations for a case (E3) map is derived in x3.6. Note that u0  0 in casesE1 and E2 but it is possible that u0 < 0 in case E3.The following is self{evident from equations (3.3).Proposition 1. The orbit of a point on an eigenmanifold is contained in the eigenmanifold.Proposition 2. Let the line ` contain a at attractor A, then ` is an eigenmanifold forevery generating map of A.Proof. For contradiction, let F be a locally formative map of A for which ` is not aneigenmanifold. Let p 2 A be the xed point of F and let x be a point of A distinct fromp. Then by assumption, neither natural coordinate of x is zero, u0 6= 0 and v0 6= 0. Sincethe orbit of x must also lie on `, the point x1 = hx is a scalar multiple of x, so for somescalar , 1u0e1 + 2v0e2 = (u0e1 + v0e2):Therefore 1 = 2 = . But then F is a pure contraction into p and every line through pis an eigenmanifold, contradiction.In the remainder of this section we examine the orbits occurring in spectral cases(E1){(E3).3.4 Real Unequal EigenvaluesDenition 1. Suppose the eigenvalues to be real and unequal. We distinguish 5 sub-cases, (a) through (e). First, either 2 =  1 or j1j > j2j. We refer to the possibility2 =  1 as subcase (a) the alternating-similitude case. The latter possibility, the dier-ential contractions, can be further subdivided. Since we have excluded singular maps fromconsideration, 2 6= 0, so that in the remaining cases, j1j > j2j > 0. There are 4 pos-sibilities, (b) both eigenvalues are positive, the exponential case, (c) the major eigenvalueis positive, the minor negative, the alternating exponential case, (d) the major eigenvaluenegative, the minor one positive, and (e) both eigenvalues negative.Proposition 1. If j1j > j2j then the orbit for any point x not on the minor eigenmanifoldtends asymptotically to the major eigenmanifold. If in addition 1 > 0 then the orbit lieson one side of the minor eigenmanifold, otherwise it lies on both sides.15
Proof. If u0 6= 0, then the ratiovnun =  v0u021n ! 0 as n!1It follows that the orbit tends asymptotically to the u axis. By (3.3), if 1 is positive, thenthe sign of un remains the same as that of u0 for all n. Hence, in the natural coordinatesystem, the orbit remains on the same side of the v-axis as u0. Otherwise, for 1 < 0, thesign of un alternates with each successive n.Corollary 1. If j1j > j2j and 1 < 0, then the orbit can have at most one supportingline at p.Since we will only be concerned with those cases for which there is more than one sup-porting line, this result excludes from consideration subcases (d) and (e).3.4.1 Alternating-Similitudes, 2 =  1.When 2 =  1, the even points, n = 2k, of an orbit are given byu2k = u0(21)k; and v2k = v0(21)k; k = 0; 1; : : : :This is a sequence of points tending to p along the ray through (u0; v0). Similarly theodd points tend to p along the ray through (1u0; 1v0). These rays form a cone at pand more than one supporting line through p is possible provided the cone has an acuteinterior angle over all points x = (u0; v0) 2 A.A map with these properties is a true similitude if and only if the eigenmanifoldsare orthogonal, otherwise only alternating points behave in true similitude fashion. In theorthogonal case an orbit gives rise to symmetric trajectories about the major eigenmanifold.Theorem 1. If 2 =  1 then the limbs of the convex hull, cf and cb, contain a singleorbit.Proof. It is easy to see that cones containing orbits nest.Corollary 2. In this case the major eigendirection cannot coincide with cf or cb.Denition 2. Because of the similarity in the treatment of this case and that of the truesimilitudes, we use the term extended similitude to refer to the cases j1j = j2j.3.4.2 Exponential Case, 1 > 2 > 0. 16
Denition 3. When the eigenvalues are both positive, then the discrete parametricequations for an orbit (3.3), parameterized for n = 0; 1; 2; : : : can be extended to thereal line,  1 < n < 1. (For emphasis we may use t in place of n.) The resultingparametric equations for the position vector xt give rise to a continuous curve containingthe orbit of x0 = (u0; v0). We call this curve the trajectory of (u0; v0) under F . Whenthe minor eigenvalue is negative, the trajectory is taken as the curve parameterized by 1 < 2n <1.Now eliminate the parameter n from (3.3),ln( uu0 ) = n ln(1) and ln( vv0 ) = n ln(2):Hence ln(u=u0)ln(v=v0) = ln1ln2  1  : (3:4)So u = u0 vv01  : (3:5)Proposition 2. Let the eigenvalues of F satisfy 1 > 2 > 0. Then the trajectory throughany point (u0; v0), u0 6= 0, v0 6= 0, is an exponential curve with exponent ln1= ln2. Ifall the points of the attractor lie strictly on one side of the minor eigenmanifold, then theattractor has a cusp at p.Proof. The rst conclusion follows from (3.5). If all points of the attractor lie strictly onone side of the minor eigenmanifold, then all orbits will be asymptotic to one ray of themajor eigenmanifold.Remark. Since (3.5) is single valued, trajectories are either disjoint or identical with thecommon limit point p.3.4.3 Alternating Exponential Case.In case 1 > 0 and 2 < 0, the even orbit points x; F 2x; : : : work just as above except witheective eigenvalues of 21 and 22. The odd orbit points also behave as above but occur onthe opposite side of the v axis with squared eigenvalues. Hence in this case there is a cuspat the xed-point along the positive u axis and consequently multiple supporting lines canexist.3.5 Equal eigenvalues, linearly independent eigenvectors { Non-Rotational Similitude.Let e1 and e2 be two linearly independent eigenvectors and let  be their common eigen-value. Let x = u0e1 + v0e2 be any point. Then Fx = u0e1 + v0e2 = x. Hence F is acontraction by  in each direction in this case, i.e. a non-rotational similitude. The orbits17
will lie on straight lines through the xed-point. There are two subcases,  > 0 and  < 0.In the latter, the orbit lies on both sides of the xed point and hence there can be at mostone supporting line, thus we may eliminate the subcase  < 0 from consideration.3.6 Geometrical Multiplicity One (GM-1) Case, 2 = 1.By Jordan Canonical Form, F can be written as 0  : (3:6)for a basis e1, e2 where the former is an eigenvector for the eigenvalue  and the latter isorthogonal to the rst. We may choose e2 so that  is positive, but since e2 is normalized, is not necessarily 1. Now let x be a given vector. If x = u0e1, then the orbit fFnx =u0ne1 : n = 0; 1; : : :g is a geometric sequence along the line through e1. The sequenceconnes itself to the positive (or negative) side of the u-axis if and only if  > 0. Otherwisesuppose x = u0e1 + v0e2, v0 6= 0. Then by trivial induction,Fnx = nv0e2 + (nn 1v0 + nu0)e1; n = 0; 1; : : : :In parametric equations un = nn 1v0 + nu0; n = 0; 1; : : :vn = nv0 (3:7)Proposition 1. Orbits of an ane map with equal eigenvalues and only one linearlyindependent eigenvector tend asymptotically to the major eigenmanifold (the u-axis).Proof. Clearly un and vn tend to 0 as n!1. Moreover the ratio jvn=unj is given by vnun  = jv0jjn(v0=) + u0jand is O(1=n) (harmonic) for n!1.Geometrical Multiplicity One (GM-1) TrajectoryIf  < 0, then unless v0 = 0 (that is the attractor is at), nn 1v0 dominates nu0 in (3.7)and this term changes in sign with n. Hence so does un. Similarly vn = v0n changes insign with n and so for large n, un and vn are opposite signed and alternate in sign. Sincethe orbit is at the same time asymptotic to the u-axis, it follows that there can be nosupporting line at the xed point and so this possibility is excluded from consideration.Now suppose  > 0 and consider the sign of v0. If v0 > 0 then from (3.7) both vn and(for large n) un are positive and so the orbit approaches the u-axis from the rst quadrant.But if v0 < 0, then both vn and (eventually) un will be negative and now the orbit tendsto the u-axis from the third quadrant. It follows that in this case, points of the attractorcannot lie on both sides of the u-axis, and proves the following.18
Proposition 2. The major eigenmanifold must be a supporting line of the attractor inthis case.For  > 0, we may consider n to be a continuous variable,  1 < n < 1, andequations (3.7) as the parametric equations of a curve. From the second equation in (3.7),n = (ln v   ln v0)= ln. From the rst equation,u = nnv0 + nv0u0v0 = nv + u0v0 v=   ln (ln v   ln v0) + u0v0 v= u0v0    ln v0 ln +  ln ln v v= (a+ b ln v)v; (3:8)where the constants a and b are given bya = u0v0    ln v0 ln  and b =  ln : (3:9)From (3.7) the slope of the secant line segment joining the origin (0; 0) to the point (u; v)is given by uv = a + b ln v:Since b 6= 0, this slope tends monotonically to 1 as v tends to 0 (for suciently small v).Hence, once again, the attractor will have a cusp at p along the major eigenmanifold if allpoints of the attractor lie strictly above the minor eigenmanifold. Consequently multiplesupporting lines are possible in this case.3.7 SummaryWe collect here some observations of the previous subsections. Coordinates refer to g. 2.Theorem 1. Let F be locally formative for the 2-dimensional attractor A and have xedpoint p. Assume the eigenvalues of F are distinct.(a) If A is at, then it is parallel to an eigenmanifold of F .(b) If A is not at, then the major eigenvalue of F is positive, 1 > 0, the major eigen-manifold, `1, of F meets the deleted convex hull CA   fpg of A, arg(`1)  arg(cb), andthe minor eigenmanifold, `2 meets at most the boundary @CA of CA, that is arg(`2) = 0or arg(`2)  arg(cb).Proof. The only undemonstrated assertions are those about the major and minor eigen-manifolds of F . For the major eigenmanifold, suppose the assertion is false. Since the19
orbit for any x not lying on `2 tends asymptotically to `1, points of the orbit of suchan x must lie in every positive cone centered at `1, in particular the cone of half-angle12 (arg(`1)  arg(cb)). This contradicts that cb supports A.For the minor eigenmanifold, suppose not. Then there are points of the attractor xand y lying on both sides of `2 [  `2. By the analysis of this section, one will tend to `1and the other to the opposite side,  `1. Hence the line `1[ `1 can be the only supportingline through p. This contradicts that p is an extreme point.Corollary 1. Relative to the natural coordinate system at p, all points of the attractorhave non-negative u coordinate, that is the entire attractor lies on one side of the minoreigenmanifold, the rst or fourth quadrants or both.Proof. The minor eigenmanifold is a supporting line for the attractor at p and thereforeall points of the attractor have either non-negative or non-positive coordinates. Since thepositive u axis is inside or on the hull of A, the coordinates are non-negative.Corollary 2. With hypothesis as above, unless `2 coincides with one of cf or cb, A has acusp at p.Proof. All points of the attractor have positive u coordinate, and therefore tend asymp-totically to `1.Theorem 2. In every case trajectories are single valued as parameterized by the minornatural coordinate v. Hence the natural coordinate v may be taken as the trajectoryparameter, u = t(v).The results of this section may be summarized in the following table which correlatesthe spectral nature of a map with the geometrical properties of its orbits near its xed point.Note that only in the cases: alternating-similitude, rank one, exponential, alternatingexponential, and non-rotational similitude can the xed point also be an extreme point ofthe attractor.
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eigenvalues designation orbital geometry springbar typenon-primarycomplex no primary points spirals {1 < 0, 2 < 0 no primary points locally sigmoid {1 < 0, 2 > 0 no primary points locally convex {extended similitudes2 =  1 alternating-similitude wedge, no cusp asy. const.2 = 1, 2 e-vect. non-rot. similitude wedge, no cusp. asy. const.dierential contractions1 > 0, 2 > 0 exponential cusp/wedge mono./const.1 > 0, 2 < 0 alt. exponential cusp, no wedge strictly mono.geometrical multiplicity one (GM-1)2 = 1, 1 e-vect. harmonic cusp, no wedge strictly mono.Table 14 Polar Coordinate RepresentationsThe most readily accessible trajectory is the one which constitutes the edge or marginof an attractor. In the next section we introduce a tool, the springbar function, for ndingit. We show that from the resulting polar coordinate plot, enough can be learned to enablethe construction of arbitrary trajectories. In this section we lay the groundwork for theseplots by calculating the polar coordinate plots for the several spectral casesIn this section we assume that p is the extreme xed point of the formative or locallyformative map F .4.1 Polar Representation of Trajectories by CaseInitially the eigendirections are unknown, hence it is preferable to recast the trajectoriesof x3 in terms of a local polar coordinate system. Distance r is measured from p andangles  are measured from the forward limb of the convex hull, see g. 2 x3.2. In thissection we obtain the polar form of the trajectory curves for each spectral case. Note thatthe alternating cases follow their non-alternating counterparts but with the square of theireigenvalues.
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4.1.1 Positive Renement for Alternating CasesLet W = fw1; w2; : : : ; wNg be an IFS for A with a (globally) formative map w1 whoseminor eigenvalue is negative. The partial renementW 0 = fw1w1; w1w2; : : : ; w1wN ; w2; : : : ; wNgis an equivalent IFS for A since w1(A) = [N1 w1wi(A). But now the eigenvalues of w21 areboth positive. The additional maps, w1wi, i 6= 1, are decorative. In this way we replace allformative maps inW having negative minor eigenvalue, by its subtile partial renement oneby one and thereby arrive at an equivalent IFS for the attractor for which the alternatingcases do not occur for the formative maps. Thus W 0 is the positive renement of W.Likewise, by ignoring the alternating cases for locally formative maps, the spectraltypes of their squares will match the appropriate formative generating map in the positiverenement W 0. Hence we no longer have to treat the alternating cases nor extendedsimilitudes.In order to obtain a minimal IFS solution, one should discriminate for negative minoreigenvalues. However from the foregoing it is not necessary to do so. Nevertheless it ispossible to test for the alternating case. We leave it to the reader to develop these tests.In the sequel we will assume this positive renement has been done and that alleigenvalues are non-negative.4.1.2 Extended Similitudes, 2 = 1.In this case F is exactly I with only one unknown parameter, . Trajectories of F arerays emanating from the xed{point p and have the polar form = constant:4.1.3 Dierential Contractions, 1 > 2 > 0.In natural coordinates an exponential trajectory is given from eq.(3.5) byu = u0 vv01  : (4:1)To convert this to polar coordinates, let r be as above and let  measure the angle from`1, the u axis,  = j   arg(`1)j. Recall from x3.4 that `1 is the trajectory asymptote andtherefore is known, see g. 3. Let ! be the angle between the eigenvectors e1 and e2 andlet !0 =    !, see g. 3. 22
x r `1, u-axiscfcb`2, v-axis !0 !g. 3By the Law of Sines vsin = rsin!0 (4:2)and by the Law of Cosines r2 = u2 + v2   2uv cos!0: (4:3)Therefore substituting (4.2) into (4.1) gives u in polar coordinatesu = u0v1 0 r sinsin!0 1  :Hence equation (4.2) for r becomesr2 = u20 sin2 v20 sin2 !01  (r2)1  + r2 sin2 sin2 !0   2u0 sinv0 sin!01  r1 r sinsin!0 cos!0:Divide by r2 (r 6= 0)1 = u20 sin2 v20 sin2 !01  r 2 + sin2 sin2 !0   2u0v1 0  sinsin!02  (cos!0)r :This is quadratic in r u20 sin2 v20 sin2 !01  (r )2   2u0 cos!0v1 0  sinsin!02  (r ) + sin2 sin2 !0   1 = 0:23
Solve for r  by the quadratic formula. It may be veried that the solutions arer  = v1 0 sin  !0u0 sin1   sin(  !0):Since r is always positive, (assume  is positive, choose the v axis always on the side ofthe trajectory) then we must choose the + sign because  can tend to 0. The solution forr is r =  u0v1 0 !1= sin!0 sin1  sin( + !0)1= : (4:4)As  tends to 0 (at the asymptote)sin1  sin( + !0)  ! 1 sin!0and therefore r tends tor = sin!0sin1= !0  u0v1 0 !1=  1  = (u0=v1 0 )1=(sin!0) 1 1  1 1:Taking logarithms ln r = ln (u0=v1 0 )1=(sin!0) 1 1 ! +1   1 ln (4:5)asymptotically as ! 0.Theorem 1. Let F be locally formative for A at p with distinct eigenvalues, 1 > 2 > 0.Let ! be the angle between their eigenvectors and let  = ln1ln2 . For any point x of A notlying on an eigenmanifold of F , the graph of  = ln r versus  = ln for the trajectorythrough x tends asymptotically to a straight line as  !  1. If m and b are the slopeand intercept respectively of this line, thenm = 1   1 (4:6)and eb = (u0=v1 0 )1=(sin!) 1 1 (4:7)from which  and ! can be determined.Proof. This is a summary of above. 24
4.1.4 Geometrical Multiplicity One (GM-1), 2 = 1.In this case the natural coordinates (u; v) measure distances along, respectively, the asymp-tote and an axis orthogonal to it. Further the trajectory is given by (3.8)u = (a + b ln v)v (4:8)where b =  ln; and a = u0v0    lnv0 ln  : (4:9)Since the asymptote lies along the boundary of the convex hull in this case,  and  arethe same (at least if the asymptote lies along the forward limb).Change to polar coordinates, as above  = j   arg(`1)j,v = r sinand r2 = v2 + u2= r2 sin2 (1 + (a+ b ln(r sin))2):Solve for ln r, q( 1sin2    1)  ab = ln r + ln(sin):For  near 0 the left hand side tends to 1b ;and the right to ln r + ln. Hence, asymptotically,ln r = 1b   ln=  1b ln   1 ln:As ! 0, 1 ln !1. Therefore the graph of ln r vs ln does not tend to a straight line;rather its slope tends to +1.Theorem 2. In log polar coordinates, the slope of a GM-1 trajectory tends to +1 asr (and ) tend to 0. Hence this case is distinguished from the exponential case by theirrespective ln r vs ln graphs. 25
5 Springbar FunctionFrom the previous two sections we know the character of trajectories for a given typeof map. Conversely, from the character of the attractor at an extreme point p we cancalculate the locally formative map. In this section we show how to do this up to a singlescalar parameter. This is sucient for calculating a trajectory through a given point.5.1 Supporting TrajectoriesDenition 1. By a trajectory family at an extreme point p we mean the collectionof trajectories tx0(), one for each initial point x0 2 A, corresponding to some locallyformative map F at p. Thus a trajectory family is given in natural coordinates byu = tx0(v) = u0 vv01  ; v  0 5:1aif F is a dierential contraction or byu = tx0(v) = u0v0 v; v  0 5:1bif F is an extended similitude or byu = tx0(v) = (a + b ln v)v; v  0 5:1cwith constants a and b as in x3.6 if F is of geometrical multiplicity one.Denition 2. By the trace of a trajectory we mean its intersection with the attractor.A trace is complete if it has the extreme point p as a limit point, otherwise it is void.Denition 3. The domain of invariance of a trajectory family is the set of points x0 2 Awhose trajectories have a complete trace.Denition 4. Let t1 and t2 be two trajectories of some trajectory family at p for x1and x2 respectively having complete traces. If they lie in the same (natural) quadrant,we say t1 is below t2, t1  t2, if t1(v)  t2(v), 0 < v < 1. Two trajectories lying indierent quadrants are not comparable.Denition 5. If points of the attractor occupy two natural quadrants, then the supportingtrajectory in each is the minimal trajectory with respect to this partial order, see g 4.If the attractor lies in only one natural quadrant at p with respect to a locally formativemap, then the two supporting trajectories are the minimum and the maximum trajectorieswith respect to this partial order. Treat trajectories lying along the u-axis as the limitingcase of trajectories from within the quadrant.26
Remark. The supporting trajectory for the frond of the fern, g. 11, runs along the fronditself and not along the convex hull since the latter is not a trajectory from the domain ofinvariance of the trajectory family.Theorem 1. If the attractor A contains a point lying strictly on one side of the majoreigendirection, `1, of F , then A has a supporting trajectory on that side.Proof. Let x be a point of the attractor not lying on `1, say the v coordinate of x is positivethe other case being similar. Let m be a line through x parallel to `1. For every pointa 2 A in the rst quadrant, let ua be the point on m where the trajectory through aintersects m. The set of all such ua is bounded below and so has an inmum, u. Thene, the trajectory of F through u, evidently supports A. It remains to show that e isthe trajectory of some point of A.For  = 2 n let en be a trajectory of A whose intersection un with m is within  ofu. The mapping which sends un 7! en to its trajectory is a homeomorphism.Let an be the point of A on en most distant from the xed point p. The set fan :n = 1; 2; : : : g, as an innite subset of the compact set A, must have a limit point in A,say a. Observe that the points an are bounded away from p. This is because p lies inthe secondary tile F 2(A) and since an is the most distance attractor point on an orbit, itcan't be in F 2(A) as all these points are images under F of some more distant point of A.Since the points an are bounded away from p, the limit point a is not p and thereforegenerates an orbit. By the homeomorphism, its trajectory likewise has a limit point on m.But the only one is u. Hence the trajectory is exactly e.Denition 6. Let t be a supporting trajectory of A at p. Its trace will be referred toas a margin of A at p.5.2 Springbar FunctionsThe most readily accessible trajectory is the one which constitutes the edge of an attractor.In this section we introduce a tool, the springbar function, for nding it. We show thatfrom the resulting polar coordinate plot, enough can be learned to enable the constructionof trajectory families.Denition 1. Let p be an extreme point of the attractor A and let p0 be the adjacentextreme point on the convex hull CA counterclockwise from p. Let r measure Euclideandistance from p and for each r > 0 let  = (r) be dened by = inffarg(x) : x 2 A \ Bp(r) gwhere arg(x) is measured from the line through pp0 to the line px and Bp(r) is the ballof radius r around p. We refer to the function  so dened as the forward springbar27
g. 4, Supporting Trajectoriesfunction. It has the following properties: (1) the inmum is attained, (2)  is monotonenon-increasing with values from 0 to , and, due to the use of the closed ball, (3)  is rightcontinuous.Analogously we dene the backward springbar function  = (r) by = supfarg(x) : x 2 A \Bp(r) gwhere arg(x) is measured as above. The properties of  are the same as above except that is monotone non-decreasing and need not attain the value 0.The small crosses in g. 4 are points of the attractor upon which the springbar hascome to rest.Put the two together in one plot with  to the right along the positive abscissa and to the left along the negative abscissa. Either way, r increases away from the origin. Wecall this the springbar plot at p.There is a close connection between the supporting trajectories at p and the forwardand backward springbar functions.Proposition 1. Innitely many points of the margin on the forward supporting trajectorylie in the graph of the forward springbar function. Between any two such points, theforward springbar function lies above or on the polar coordinate representation of theforward supporting trajectory. Similar statements hold for the backward springbar functionand the backward supporting trajectory. 28




g. 5, Forward Springbar Function for g. 4Proof. Since the supporting trajectory is a trajectory from the domain of invariance, thereare attractor points on it inside every deleted ball. By the disjointness of tiles, there is aball of some positive radius, r0 > 0, such that the only points of the attractor inside thisball also belong to the tile containing p. Hence for r  r0, the springbar will either cometo rest on a point of the margin or on a point in the domain of invariance whose trajectoryis interior to the supporting trajectory. This proves that the springbar function for r  r0lies above or on the polar coordinate plot of the supporting trajectory. On the other hand,since all three types of supporting trajectories are convex, every point of the margin withradius r0 must also lie on the springbar plot.5.3 Trajectory Family DeterminationIn this subsection we determine, for the most part uniquely, the trajectory family at anextreme point p by relating the geometry at p to the three spectral cases and the additionalsubcases resulting from the interplay between the eigenmanifolds and the convex hull. Thepurpose is to justify the orbital geometry and springbar types columns of Table 1 of x3.6.5.3.1 Non-rotational Similitude, 2 = 1.Since the trajectories are rays, in a small enough neighborhood of p the attractor will bewedge{shaped, cf. the fronds of the fractal fern g 11. Hence the springbar plot will betwo{sided constant if F is globally formative, or two{sided asymptotically constant if Fis only locally formative. There will be a jump discontinuity at the origin equal to theinterior angle between supporting trajectories at p, the wedge angle. The trajectory familyin this case is (5.1b).Every direction in this case is an eigendirection, and therefore there are no subcases todeal with here arising from an interplay between the convex hull and the eigenmanifolds.29
Note that while the contraction factor of a non-rotational similitude is evident in itsorbits, that information is lost in its trajectories, hence the springbar plot cannot determinethe contraction factor.5.3.2 Exponential, 1 > 2 > 0.There are four subcases here depending on the relationship between the eigenmanifoldsand the limbs of the convex hull at p: (a) neither coincides with the boundary, (b) `1 lieson @CA but `2 does not, (c) `2 lies on @CA but `1 does not, or (d) both coincide with theboundary (False Similitude case).If neither eigendirection lies on @CA, the supporting trajectory on each side of `1 willbe an exponential curve (see x3.4); hence there is a two-sided cusp in this case, as in g. 4.The forward springbar function is monotonically decreasing and reaches 0 when r equalsthe distance to the next extreme point p0. As r ! 0, (r) ! arg(`1), see g. 5. Thebackward springbar function is monotonically increasing and tends to the interior angle ofthe convex hull at p. Hence the plot is continuous at the origin.If the major eigendirection lies on @CA but the minor does not, then that boundaryof the hull itself will be a straight line supporting trajectory while on the other side it willbe an exponential curve. Hence there will be a cusp at p, and consequently the springbarfunction is constant on one side and monotonic on the other. Again the springbar plot iscontinuous at the origin in this case. We summarize these facts in the following Proposition.Proposition 1. In subcases (a) and (b) there is a cusp at p and the springbar plot iscontinuous at the origin, limr!0((r)   (r)) = 0:If the minor eigendirection lies on @CA but the major one does not, then again theboundary of the convex hull itself will be a straight line supporting trajectory while theother side will be an exponential curve asymptotically tangent to the major eigendirection.However this time there will be an asymptotic wedge at p, instead of a cusp, equal to theangle ! between the major and minor eigendirections. The springbar plot will have a jumpdiscontinuity at the origin equal to this angle.Proposition 2. In subcase (c) there is an exponential wedge at p,limr!0((r)   (r)) = ! > 0where the wedge angle ! is the angle between the eigenmanifolds at p.30





g. 6, Log-log plot of the Springbar Function of g. 5If both eigenmanifolds lie on @CA, then both supporting trajectories will be thestraight lines of the boundary of the convex hull and the springbar functions will be con-stant with a jump discontinuity at the origin. Unfortunately this is also the signature ofan extended similitude case as we have seen above. Therefore we will have to discriminatethe two cases in some other fashion than by their springbar plot (see x5.3). We refer tothis as the False Similitude case.Calculating the Trajectory Family for an Exponential Extreme PointWe have seen in this case that the springbar curve lies above the polar form of the sup-porting exponential trajectory except where the two have a common value, that is touch.Moreover they touch innitely often corresponding to a geometric sequence in their minornatural coordinate since every point x lying on such a trajectory, generates an entire orbitcontained in that trajectory.The same will be true of their respective log-log plots. More precisely, since the cuspangle arg(`1) can be observed in this case, we may form the plot of  = ln(arg(`1)   )versus  = ln r for a forward springbar plot (or a plot of ln(   arg(`1)) versus ln r for abackward springbar plot) and compare with their supporting trajectory counterpart. Fromthe observations of x4.1, the log-log trajectory plot tends asymptotically to a straight linewith slope M = 1=m and intercept B =  b=m to use the notation of equations (4.6)and (4.7), see g. 6. Moreover the log-log springbar plot lies above the trajectory plotbut touches it almost periodically. These considerations yield the following theorem andprocedure for calculating the slope M and intercept B.Theorem 1. For x < 0 and y < (x) let `(x; y;M) denote the ray on  1 <   xthrough (x; y) and having slope M > 0. LetM(x; y) = inffM : `(x; y;M) lies below ();   xg;31
and let M(x) = limy! 1 M(x; y):M(x) is constant for all x, say equal to M. Lety(x) = supfy : `(x; y;M) lies below ();   xg:Finally let B(x) denote the intercept of the extension of `(x; y(x);M ), thenB = limx! 1 B(x):Proof. By previous results the springbar curve lies above the polar plot and the lattertends to a line. That both limits above exist follows from the observation that the functionM(x; y) is monotone in y and the function B(x) is monotone in x.Corollary 1. The parameters m and b of (4.6) and (4.7) are given bym = 1M and b =  mB:In turn, the parameters  of (5.1a) and the angle ! between the major and minor eigendi-rections are given by = 1m+ 1 and sin! = (u0e b)1=(1 )v0 :Hence in this case both eigendirections can be calculated.Proof. These statements follow from the cited equations.5.3.3 Geometrical Multiplicity One, GM-1, 2 = 1.In this case the single eigendirection lies on @CA, Proposition 3.6.2, and so the limb of theconvex hull on that side will be a straight line supporting trajectory. On the other sidethere will be a harmonic supporting trajectory. Hence the attractor will have a cusp at p.Having distinguished this case from that of a dierential contraction by the unboundedslope in this case of the log r versus log springbar plot, Theorem 4.1.2, it remains to solvefor the matrix parameters  and , (3.6).As in the dierential contraction case, the springbar plot will lie above the polarcoordinate graph of the harmonic supporting trajectory and touch it innitely often asr ! 0. It follows likewise that the natural coordinate (u; v) plot of the springbar functionalso lies above that of the supporting trajectory. Hence for a given value of v, the springbarvalue of u exceeds or equals that of the harmonic supporting trajectory (when u exists)32
and so the springbar plot of  = uv versus  = lnv lies above the corresponding graph ofthe harmonic supporting trajectory and the two touch innitely often as  ! 1.Now the  versus  trajectory graph is a straight line with slope b = =( ln) < 0and intercept a = u0v0   b ln v0, (3.9). Therefore by tting a line from below to this  versus springbar plot the parameters a and b can be calculated. We summarize all this in thefollowing theorem.Theorem 2. In the GM-1 case the unknown parameters a and b may be calculated bytting a straight line from below to the springbar plot of  = u=v versus  = lnv.It follows that here as in the other cases, enough information is available from thespringbar plot to enable the calculation of arbitrary trajectories parameterized by theminor natural coordinate v. In the next section we show how to calculate  from thepattern of points lying on such a trajectory. Then  is found from = b ln: (5:2)5.4 SummaryTheorem 1. With the exception of the False Similitude case, trajectories are uniquelydetermined by the local geometry. That is, the locally formative map is determined towithin a scalar parameter such that given an initial point x0, the trajectory through x0can be calculated.Proof. The existence of a cusp at p implies the locally formative map be either a dierentialcontraction or of GM-1. The shape of the cusp uniquely determines which and moreoveruniquely determines the trajectory parameters. Except for the False Similitude possibility,the absence of a cusp implies a similitude case.Remark. See g 16 for an example in the False Similitude case where the locally formativemap can be either a dierential contraction or a similitude.
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6 Gap AnalysisThe techniques of the last section enable one to calculate trajectory mapping functionsfor the locally formative map at each extreme point of the convex hull. However trajec-tories are not orbits. One scalar parameter separates the two, for instance, knowledge ofthe minor eigenvalue, which, when combined with the trajectory information, completelydetermines the locally formative map.Therefore we have reduced the problem to one dimension, and in fact, for one dimen-sional attractors, all of which may be interpreted as non-rotational similitudes (see x1),this section is the starting point for their solution.A note about at attractors. Recall that a at attractor can arise from a two dimen-sional IFS when the xed points lies along a line and an eigenvector of each map is parallelto this line. However upon encountering a at attractor, one would proceed to solve it asa one dimensional attractor.Throughout this section F will be either a similitude or dierential contraction locallyformative map at the extreme point p. Further assume trajectory maps are parameterizedon 0  v  1.6.1 Projected Trajectory Characteristic FunctionsDenition 1. Given a trajectory tx through x we dene a one dimensional fractal subset,D(tx), of the unit interval as follows. If F is a similitude, then D(tx) is the trace of tx.If F is a dierential contraction then D(tx) is the projection of the trace of tx onto theminor eigenmanifold, that is, letting P`2 be the operator in the plane projecting pointsonto the minor eigenmanifold `2 [  `2 parallel to `1. PutD(tx) = P`2A(tx):Thus D(tx), the projected fractal dust, is the subset of the minor eigenmanifold consistingof the v-coordinates of attractor points on the trajectory tx.Proposition 1. The characteristic function D(tx)D(tx) =  1; if v 2 D(tx)0; otherwiseis asymptotically \multiplicatively periodic" for x 2 A in some neighborhood of p, that is,for some 0 <   1 and some  > 0, D(tx)(v) = D(tx)(v) for all 0 < v < .34
Proof. Since F is locally formative at p, there exists a neighborhood N of p invariantunder F or equivalently, under its linear part F in natural coordinates. Let 2 be theminor eigenvalue of F . For any x = (u0; v0) 2 N in natural coordinates, we have F (x) =(1u0; 2v0) 2 N . Hence for v so small that (tx(v); v) 2 N then 2v 2 Dtx if v 2 Dtx.Denition 2. Let G(tx) denote the complement of D(tx) on (0; 1]. Since D(tx) iscompact and disconnected, G(tx) is the countable union of disjoint open intervals, thegaps between the projected fractal dust.Denition 3. For  > 0, by the relative {gaps of trajectory tx, we mean the setG(tx) = f(a; b) 2 G(tx) : b   a = ag. Let G(tx) = [G(tx) be the set of all gaps ofrelative size  or larger.In the vicinity of a xed point, gaps are transported by a trajectory map F in thesame way as points, cf. Theorem 2.3.2. In particular, there is a dual theory of orbits forgaps just as for points in that a gap along a trajectory is mapped into another gap alongthe same trajectory by F .Proposition 2. For at least one , G is innite.Proof. Let (a; b) be a gap within the neighborhood of invertibility and let  be such that(a; b) 2 G. If  is a multiplicative period, then for the gap (a0; b0) where a0 = a andb0 = b, b0   a0 = (b   a) = a = a0 (6:1)and hence belongs to G. By trivial induction, G is innite for .Denition 4. Let  be an asymptotic multiplicative period at p, an -gap family startedby g = (a; b) is a subset of G each member gk = (ak; bk) of which is given by gk = kg,i.e. ak = ka and bk = kb. Note that for a given , the terms of G need not stem froma single gap family, instead there may be two or even more families represented in G.The next Proposition shows, among other things, that there can be at most nitely manyfamilies for any given .Proposition 3. The set of  for which G is innite is at most countable and has no limitpoint other than possibly 0.Proof. By the invertibility of powers of locally formative maps, Theorem 2.3.2, there existsa neighborhood of p inside which all gaps have a preimage. Therefore all starting gaps lieoutside some xed distance  > 0 from p. From this the result follows.At this point one can calculate the multiplicative period, or contraction factor, given an innite {gap family G. First order the gaps by size, say g1; g2; : : :. Now forma triangular matrix whose ijth entry, for i > j, is the ordered pair (gi; gj). Traverse the35
table, say along lower left to upper right diagonals, and for each entry (gi; gj) in the tablecalculate  = bjbi :We term such a quotient a candidate multiplicative period if and only if also (bj  aj)=(bi ai) = .Denition 5. By the spectrum x on the trajectory tx we mean the set of all candidatemultiplicative periods  such that k is also a candidate multiplicative period for k =2; 3; : : :.Proposition 4. Let F have minor eigenvalue 2 and be locally invariant on the neigh-borhood N of p. Then for every x 2 A \N , some root, np2, n = 1; 2; : : :, belongs to x.Hence 2 also belongs to x for all such x.Proof. By the uniqueness Theorem 5.4.1, there can be only one multiplicative period ateach p. On the other hand, by \chance," on any one trajectory there can be points of theattractor which give rise to arbitrary roots of periods, cf. the Cantorrows attractor g. 15.6.2 Locally Formative Map Determination by CaseLet p be an extreme point of A. By the springbar analysis of x5 applied at p, we forma preliminary determination of the spectral type of the locally formative map F at p,the possibilities are: (a) similitude or false similitude, (b) dierential contraction, or (c)GM-1. With the exception of the false similitude case, the results enable the calculationof true trajectories tx for each point x 2 A. In the false similitude case the trajectoriesare wrongly assumed to be rays.In this section we examine the spectral families case by case and show how to make acomplete determination of the locally formative map in each case.This section is organized according to springbar type, rays, exponential trajectories,and harmonic trajectories. From Table 1 of x3, rays occur in the non-rotational similitude,alternating-similitude, and false-similitude cases. Exponential trajectories occur in theexponential and alternating exponential cases. Recall that through positive renements,we may assume that the alternating cases do not occur.
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6.2.1 Non-Rotational Similitude, 2 = 1In this case the locally formative map F is exactly I and has only the one unknownparameter . Note that every direction is an eigendirection. When F is only locallyformative, a given trajectory tx either eventually intersects a deleted tile containing p oreventually only intersects the attractor at p itself. Therefore by Proposition 6.1.4, everynon-empty spectrum will contain the multiplicative period corresponding to the locallyformative map F . We summarize this as follows.Theorem 1. In the case when 2 = 1 (non-rotational similitude) the parameter  isgiven by  = max\x xwhere x is taken over the domain of invariance of F .6.2.2 Exponential, 1 > 2 > 0.As noted in x5.3.2 there are four subcases here depending on the relationship betweenthe eigenmanifolds and the limbs of the convex hull at p: (a) neither coincide with theboundary, (b) `1 lies on @C(A) but `2 does not, (c) `2 lies on @C(A) but `1 does not, or(d) both coincide with the boundary (False Similitude case). In the rst three cases, eitherthe forward, the backward or both supporting trajectories will be exponential curves.It follows from Theorem 1 of x5.3.2 that in these three subcases, either the forward,the backward, or both springbar graphs will correctly identify this case and, by Corollary1 of x5.3.2, allow the calculation trajectory maps. The solution now proceeds similar tothat of the Non{Rotational Similitude case treated in x6.2.1 above. We summarize this asfollows.Theorem 2. In subcases (a), (b), and (c) of the exponential case, the minor eigenvalue2 is given by 2 = max\x xwith the intersection taken over all x for x in the domain of invariance of F . Then themajor eigenvalue is given by 1 = 1 2where  is calculated from Corollary 5.3.1. 37
6.2.3 False Similitude, eigendirections coincide with @CA.In this case the Springbar Analysis has a similitude signature and therefore the Gap Anal-ysis proceeds as if trajectories are rays. It can be shown by example that (a) both adierential contraction with its eigendirections lying along the limbs of the convex hulland a similitude can both be invariant maps at an extreme point, cf. the Twodcantorattractor g. 161, and (b) that in addition, the similitude can be incomplete in a way wemake precise with the concept of residues, cf. the Cantorrows attractor g. 15.Denition 1. Let w be an attractor invariant map. We call the set A w(A) the residueof w. If the xed point p of w is also a limit point of its residue, then we say the residueis asymptotic for w.In the False Similitude case there are three possibilities: either a similitude and adierential contraction can serve as the solution map at p, or only a dierential contractionwill serve, no similitude is locally invariant at p, or nally a similitude is invariant at pbut leaves an asymptotic residue.In the rst case our Gap Analysis will nd the similitude solution as usual and therewill be no asymptotic residue.In the second case, the Gap Analysis will fail in that the intersection of spectra overall rays will be empty, i.e. no similitude is invariant at p. Consequently it can be inferredthat this is a dierential contraction with the eigendirections known (namely being thelimbs of the convex hull). It remains to determine the eigenvalues, i.e. contraction factorsalong the eigendirections. Without knowing these values it is not be possible to constructa trajectory map and hence the only spectra available are the two for the eigendirections.On the other hand, these spectra will contain the desired contraction factors. Letting fdenote the supremum of f , we know that the corresponding eigenvalue f is some powerof f , i.e. f = nff for some integral nf > 0. Similarly for the other contraction factor,b = nbb for some integral nb > 0 where b is the supremum of b.Now solutions for nf and nb exist and can be found be trial and error. By a solutionwe mean a choice for which the resulting dierential contraction with eigenvalues f andb yield a locally invariant map w at p with no asymptotic residue. Of course the smallestsuch nf and nb are the most desirable as they entail the largest corresponding tile at p.The search therefore can proceed along diagonals of a two-way table of the possible valuesof constant sum, nf + nb = constant.In the third case, similitudes can be invariant at p but all leave an asymptotic residue.The solution here proceeds just as discussed above.1 This example is due to Eugeni Belogay.38
Theorem 3. In the False Similitude case there exist contraction factors f and b suchthat the locally invariant map w can be constructed.6.2.4 Geometrical Multiplicity OneBy Theorem 5.3.2 the parameter b =  ln can be calculated from the Springbar analysis.Hence given a point x = (u0; v0) 2 A, a = u0v0   b ln v0 can be calculated and hence by (3.8)the trajectory through x found. As in the other cases, project its trace onto the minornatural coordinate axis. By equation (3.7) this fractal dust is multiplicatively periodic asin the other cases. Now use the gap analysis as before to calculate the spectrum x. Then = max \x2Ax:Now knowing ,  is given by  = b lnand the case solved.Theorem 4. The GM-1 case can be solved as detailed above.7 Encoding Image TilesGiven an extreme point p, by the techniques of sections 4 and 5, its locally formativemap f can be calculated. By testing the action of f on all the points of the attractor itwill be seen whether f is globally formative, i.e. a generating map or not. The case that itis not is the subject of this section. Also we treat the encoding of the maps correspondingto interior tiles.We develop in this section a technique for calculating invariant ane maps fromprimary extreme points to secondary ones which preserve eigendirections and supportingtrajectories. Of course any such map can be included in an IFS for A. However such a mapwill not necessarily solve its secondary point for the resulting tile may leave an asymptoticresidue. Only if the primary/secondary pair are correctly matched will such a map be asolution for the secondary point (see below). Hence it may be necessary to exhaustivelytest for correct matches. This will always succeed since there are at most nitely manyprimary extreme points (and we are assumingA is an IFS attractor). Note that decorativemaps, unlike formative ones (cf. Theorem 3.2.1), can be rotational similitudes.7.1 Encoding Secondary Tiles.As in x2, let p = w(q) where q is a primary extreme point and w is a decorative globallyinvariant map for A; our goal in this section is to calculate w. Assume f is the formativemap for q, q = f(q). Then a locally invariant map h is given by h = wfw 1. (We invoke39
here our rank two assumption on the attractor so that w 1 always exists.) Our nexttheorem is well-known and notes that the spectral characteristics of f and h are identical.Theorem 1. Let h, f , and w be as above, and let H, F , and W be their linear partsrespectively. Then H and F have identical eigenvalues and x is an eigenvector of F if andonly if Wx is an eigenvector of H.By this theorem, the candidate primary extreme points of which p is the image musthave identical spectra to that at p. If more than one primary extreme point qualies, thenthe technique below can be applied to each yielding at least one decorative map w as asolution. Hence assume the primary extreme point q is to be mapped by a decorative mapw to the secondary extreme point p.In addition to the correspondence of eigendirections, there is a correspondence ofsupporting trajectories.Theorem 2. Let w 2 W be the decorative map at p for A = A(W). If t is a supportingtrajectory at the pre-image q of p, then w(t) is a supporting trajectory at p.Proof. Obviously w(t) has a complete trace at p. Since ane maps preserve order, noimage of a complete trace at q lies beyond that of w(t). It follows that if there is acomplete trace at p beyond that of w(t), it must belong to dierent tile than p but havep as a limit point. But this is impossible since tiles are closed and disjoint.Hence supporting trajectories go into supporting trajectories under decorative maps.Nevertheless the dierent spectral cases of the formative maps require dierent treatments.7.1.1 Dierential Contraction CaseIn all three spectral cases we seek the 6 ane parameters dening a decorative map w.We will use the condition that the primary point q must map to the secondary extremepoint p to solve for the translational part of w. Hence the problem is reduced to ndingthe 4 elements of the linear part W .In the dierential contraction case we have distinct eigenvalues and eigenvectors towork with, and since by Theorem 1 these must correspond between the primary and itssecondary, the problem is reduced to two parameters. This may be seen as follows. Usingthe eigenvectors in both the domain and range of w as bases, its linear part diagonalizesto a matrix of the form  = g 00 hwhere the parameters g and h stem from the as yet unknown contractions along theeigendirections.Additionally from Theorem 2 we know that the supporting trajectories must corre-spond. Let u = u0t1, v = v0t2 and r = r01 , s = s02 be the forward supporting40
trajectories at the primary and secondary extreme points respectively. In these equationst and  are the independent variables, u, v, r, and s are the natural coordinate dependentvariables and all other parameters are known. Mapping the primary trajectory by  gives( r s )T = ( u v )T orr01 = gu0t1 and s02 = hv0t2 (7:1)which holds in the sense that for each t there exists a  for which both equations hold. Inparticular this is true for t = 0 with some corresponding value 0; that isr001 = u0g and s002 = v0h:A similar calculation can be made for the backward supporting trajectory; however theresulting equation is not independent. Thus we are left with 3 unknowns but only twoequations. We show how to calculate one of g or h directly next. It follows that the othermay be found from (7.1) and the required map solved.Given g > 0 the decorative map, say wg, will be completely determined. We deneH(g) to be the one-sided Hausdor set distance from wg(A) to A, that isH(g) = supb2wg(A) infa2A ka  bk2see (Shonkwiler, 1989). Evidently H(g) is zero if and only if wg(A)  A, that is if andonly if wg is invariant for that particular choice of g. Denote the set of such values by G,G = H 1(0): (7:2)Since wg is invertible, the set of such points g has no limit point other than the origin.It remains to satisfy the residue property. If the primary and secondary are correctlymatched, then one or more values of g 2 G will not have an asymptotic residue. To selectout these values, we form the one-sided Hausdor distance Hg from the w 1g (A\wg(CA))to A, where as usual CA is the convex hull of A,Hg = supb2w 1g (A\wg(CA)) infa2A ka  bk2:As above, this is zero if and only if w 1g (A\wg(CA))  A, implyingwg leaves no asymptoticresidue. 41
7.1.2 GM-1, Harmonic CaseThis goes just as above, using natural coordinates reduces the problem to solving forthe diagonal matrix . Matching harmonic supporting trajectories between primary andsecondary reduces the problem to nding one of g or h directly. And one of these may bedetermined by assuring both wg(A)  A and w 1g (A \ wg(CA))  A.7.1.3 Similitude CaseUnfortunately here all rays are eigendirections and consequently there will be no equationstemming from their correspondence. However by using supporting trajectories as thebasis for natural coordinates, as we have (cf. x3.3), reduces the problem to solving thediagonal matrix  as before.Before showing how to nd suitable values for g and h, note that it will not be knownin advance to which secondary supporting trajectory, forward or backward, the forwardsupporting primary trajectory will map. Hence the following procedure might have to beapplied to both possibilities.As above, to each pair of values (g; h) there will correspond a decorative map, w(g;h),which preserves supporting trajectories. Dene again the one-sided Hausdor distance,H(g; h), from w(g;h)(A) to A, that isH(g; h) = supb2w(g;h)(A) infa2A ka  bk2Evidently H(g; h) is zero if and only if w(g;h)(A)  A, that is if and only if w(g;h) isinvariant for that particular choice of g and h. Since w(g;h) is invertible, the set of suchpairs has no limit point other than the origin. As above, let G = H 1(0). Again assumingthere is a solution for the chosen primary and secondary, the set of all pairs (g; h) 2 Gfor which the one-sided Hausdor distance H from w 1(g;h)(A \ w(g;h)(CA)) to A is zero isnon-empty and any such pair constitutes a solution. The pair with largest product, gh, isthe optimal pair to use as it has the largest Jacobian.Theorem 3. Using the procedure described above of matching primary and secondaryextreme points, corresponding eigendirections, corresponding forward or backward sup-porting trajectories and choosing the parameter g (or the parameters g and h) so thatboth one-sided Hausdor distances H and H are zero calculates a decorative map w whichtiles the secondary extreme point. 42
7.1.4 False Similitude CaseOf course if a False Similitude primary extreme point is mapped by some decorative map ofan IFS to a secondary extreme point, then that secondary extreme point will react to thespringbar and gap tests just as primary does. And of course its locally formative solutionfollows in the same way. Therefore, as above, the match of spectral signatures identiescorresponding extreme points.Solving the secondary extreme point proceeds exactly as in the Similitude case, match-ing supporting trajectories, and in the nal stage, insuring the map be invariant and leavingno asymptotic residue. Thus there are no special problems here.7.2 Encoding Interior Tiles7.2.1 One Dimensional Solution.The main problem is nding the interior points at which to apply the gap analysis. Wewill use the gaps themselves for this.1Theorem 1. Let x be an end point of any gap. Then x is the xed point of some invertiblelocally formative map.Proof. If C is the convex hull of A, thenA = \k!1 [i1;:::;ik wi1 : : : wik(C)and hence the gaps are given by[k!1 \i1;:::;ik [wi1 : : : wik(C)]cin which the intersections are over open intervals. Each resulting intersection is a gap,g = \i1;:::;ik [wi1 : : : wik(C)]cany endpoint x of which is an endpoint of one of the sets wi1 : : : wik(C). But this com-position is the required locally formative map of the theorem { or possibly with furtherrenement to yield a smaller but strongly disjoint tile.It has already been noted that the gaps in an attractor (with at least two generatingIFS maps) are countable and may be well ordered by length. Since the sets wi(A), aredisjoint compact sets for some IFS W for A, it follows that the gaps anking the endpoints1 The authors thank George Donovan for his discussion of this point leading to the idea.43
of the convex hull Cwi of wi(A) have a minimum length,  > 0. Hence candidate pointsfor starting the gap analysis to solve interior tiles are included in the set of end points ofthe initial part of the gap list down to gaps the size  or larger, a nite set, cf. Theorem2.3.2.At any point in the solution process, the points of A can be classied into two sets Uand R, unresolved and resolved respectively. One might say the points in R are \colored".A point r of the latter are images r = w(a) of some point a 2 A under some map wdetermined by the solution process so far. The solution process is done when all pointsof A are colored. Since the solving process always nds the largest map (in terms ofeigenvalue) invariant for the attractor at every step, the attractor will be solved by theforegoing techniques when the process has been applied to the candidate end points asdescribed above corresponding to that minimal IFS .Of course the largest gap will ank tiles in any IFS . However subsequent gaps in thewell-ordered list need not. The gap analysis applied to one of these will calculate a subtilethat may eventually be discarded.Theorem 2. Given a disjoint one-dimensional attractor A, the gap solution procedure asdetailed above constructs an IFS in nitely many steps whose attractor is A.7.2.2 Two Dimensional Solution.Proposition 1. The ane image of a convex polygon is a convex polygon.Proof. This is an easy observation from the fact that an ane map takes half-spaces intohalf-spaces.Proposition 2. The nite disjoint union of convex polygons is polyhulled.Proof. This is an elementary observation.Denition 1. For a given PHD attractor A let 
 denote the collection of all pairs (; )where  is a simple closed curve lying in Ac and  = dist(;A).The relation (1; 1)  (2; 2) if and only if 1 can be homotoped to 2 within Acis an equivalence relation on 
 and hence divides it into equivalence classes. We excludefrom further consideration the null-homotopic curves. For each such equivalence class,  ,let   = maxf : (; ) 2  g. The set of maximum epsilons is countable and of course isnaturally ordered large to small. In case of ties, and there can be only nitely many ties,any order will suce.Theorem 3. Let W be an IFS for A. The portion of A inside any closed curve as aboveis the union of tiles of some renement of W.44
Proof. As k ! 1 the diameter of the tiles of the power renement Wk tend to zero. ByTheorem 2.2.1 there is a minimum distance  > 0 separating tiles of the disjoint IFS W.Thus for k suciently large so that tile diameter is less than  it will be that only completetiles of Wk will lie inside a given closed curve.Corollary 1. The extreme points of the portion of A inside any closed curve as in theTheorem are images of extreme points of A under some ane map.Proof. By Propositions 1 and 2, the convex hull of such a restriction sub-attractor ispolyhulled and by the Theorem, its extreme points belong to ane images of tiles of A.But the extreme point of an ane image of a tile, must be the image of an extreme pointof the tile.Now solve interior tiles as follows. If the solution of all extreme points leaves noresidue, then we are done. Otherwise for each equivalence class   starting with the largestmax epsilon, solve all the extreme points of the  -deleted attractor, namely A \  0 theinterior of any  2  . The solution for the extreme points of this deleted attractor will gojust as secondary extreme points. In nitely many steps, proceeding from large to smallmax epsilon, the residue will become empty and the attractor solved.8 Limits of PHD AttractorsTheorem 1. Let Wn = fw(n)1 ; : : : ; w(n)r g11 be a sequence of iterated function systemseach having r ane maps. By stringing out the 6r parameters of these maps, each Wnmay be identied with a point,vn, in 6r dimensional Euclidean space. Suppose vn ! v asn!1 andW is the IFS identied with v. Then the sequence of contraction factors sn ofthe Wn converges to s, the contraction factor of W. Further, if s < 1, then the sequenceof attractors An of the Wn converges to the attractor A of W.Proof. See [Barnsley,113].Theorem 2. Let fAig be a sequence of PHD attractors each having n-map IFS 'sWi = fwi1; wi2; : : : ; wing whose tiles fwikg1i=1 converge in the Hausdor metric on compactsubset of X for k = 1; : : : ; n. Then:1 the sequence fAig converges to a polyhulled attractor A,2 if the sequence of geometrical multiplicities of the globally formative maps, wij , con-verges, then the limits wi = limk wik exist and A is the attractor of the IFS W =fw1; w2; : : : ; wng.Proof. Let fEijgjij=1, denote the extreme points of Ai, for i = 1; 2; : : :. By using a standarddiagonalization argument if necessary we may assume without loss of generality that jiis constant for i suciently large, say equal to J , and the points Eij converge to Ej ,45
j = 1; : : : ; J , say, as i ! 1. By considering convex combinations (which are linear) andnoting continuity of this representation, we see that the fEjgJ1 contain the extreme pointsof the limit set A = limiAi.We can show, case by case, that the spectral properties of each extreme point Eijconverges as a function of i. For example suppose for each i the spectral type is dierentialcontraction and the limiting extreme point is also. Assume the limiting spectrum is not thelimit of the sequential spectra. Then there exists a cone of half-angle  and an i arbitrarilylarge such that the asymptote `i of Ai lies outside the -cone. Now since the supportingtrajectory ti of Ai converges exponentially to `i while the cone converges linearly to `i,there is a ball of radius r, Br, such that t lies outside the cone but inside Br. This showsthat Ai exceeds in Hausdor metric the distance r=2, contradiction.Remark. This result allows a nice application of this work to fractal functions.ExamplesLet W =  12 +  00 12 +  :The 3-map IFSw1() =W; w2() =W + 12 + 0  ; w3() =W + 14 + 212 +   :The 4-map IFS consisting of w1(); w2() from above andwa() =W + 012 +  wb() =W + 12 + 12 +  :
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symmetric part xed pointname gure a b c rotation x y remarksshrub 7 .6 0 .667 0 .5 1 not disjoint,.333 0 .5 -30 .68 .53 but all.333 0 .5 30 .22 .8 tiles.6 0 .667 0 .5 0 exposedBlack 8 .85 0.0002 .84 -2.7 .72 .82 not polyhulledSpleenwort .3 0 .3 55 .46 .124fern .3 0 .36 -55 .52 .0.06dragon 9 .707 0 .707 -45 .625 .625 just touching.707 0 .707 -45 .375 .375 attractordragontails 10 .5 0 .5 90 .4 .2 no primary.5 0 .5 90 .8 .4 point.5 0 -0.5 90 .333 .6673{map fern 11 -0.9 0 .9 0 .5 .98 alternating.3 0 .36 -55 .52 0.06 similitude0.0002 0 .16 0 .5 0exhar 12 .335 -.112 .783 -26.6 .5 1 exponential.333 0 .333 0 1 .5 and.333 0 .333 0 0 .5 harmonic.333 0 .667 -15 .5 .25 trajectoriesgasketip 13 .5 0 .5 0 0 0 multiple.5 0 .5 0 0 1 extreme points-.5 0 .5 0 .667 .5 per tilegasketmod 14 .5 0 .5 0 .5 1 not.5 0 .5 0 0 0 strongly.5 0 .5 0 1 0 disjoint-.125 0 -.125 0 .5 .639Cantorrows 15 .333 0 .111 0 0 0 similitude.333 0 0 0 0 1 invariant.333 0 0 0 1 1 but.333 0 0 0 1 0 residue.333 0 0 0 0 .333 asymptoticTwodcantor 16 .333 0 .333 0 0 0 di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